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The articles, photographs and views expressed and printed in the
“NORFOLK NA7TER” are for the sole use of NA7C members and
their readership and must not be printed or reproduced in any other
way without the express written permission of the NA7C appointed
representatives.
The views expressed in the articles appearing in the
'NORFOLK NA7TER' are those of the contributors and not
necessarily those of the club, committee or editor.
It maybe necessary to condense or alter some of the articles
submitted for publication to suit the space available.
The Editor apologises in advance if this is unavoidable.
The NA7C is a member of the Austin Seven Clubs
Association, the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs and
the Association of Norfolk Car Clubs.

Mavis Jenkins’ 1937
AEB Nippy, ready for action
on Ruby’s Run
(see page 19)
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Editorial
We are now well into the rallying season and we hope you have been taking
advantage of the better weather to get
out and about in your cars.
This year we seem to be attending less
“static” events, and participating in
more runs. We have already done four,
of varying lengths, and have several
more booked.
Why is sitting in a field losing its
appeal for us? Mainly because of the
reducing number of pre-war cars that
are turning out and the increasing
number of so-called “classics”. We
don’t deny that there are enthusiasts for
all ages, types and makes of motor
vehicles and we are not criticising their
interests, but more and more these
events seem to equate to spending a
day in a supermarket car park.
There are, of course, exceptions and
one of the best is the annual rally at The
White Horse, Ufford. A full report
appears on page 11, together with
many more of the runs and rallies
members have enjoyed.

The annual membership marathon has
finally concluded, with one or two
“late payers” finally finding their
chequebooks. Only five members
failed to renew, but six new members
have joined since the AGM, so the
membership continues to increase and
now stands at 93, with 73 joint members.
We continue to have a full and varied
programme for our monthly club
nights, which continue to be well-supported. Our annual Drive -It Night and
free barbecue attracted record numbers
of both people and cars. See page 9 for
a report.
The calendar for the remainder of the
year can be found in “What’s On”, on
page 31
Finally, the user name and password to
access the on-line, full colour version
of this NA7ter are in the printed copy.

Rick

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in October 2018
Please let me have any contributions before 30 September
Contact details are on the inside front cover

www.na7c.co.uk
“Members Only” user name: ***
April 2018

Password: ***
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Chairman's Chatter
I cannot begin without first acknowledging the time and effort that Rick has
put in to ensure our compliance with
the new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), which became law at
the end of May. The mention of such
‘legalese’ is enough to send folk into a
glazed-eye look but GDPR is with us to
stay and we are stuck with it. So, on
behalf of the membership, thank you
Rick.

There are plenty of events on the itinerary and we have already enjoyed
Woolpit Steam, Palgrave, and Euston
Past Times, where Karen was invited
to drive Matilda, her chummy, around
the arena. Euston is a fine show and
well spread out so never feels particularly crowded. It has an exit policy that
does not suit everyone but we left at
5.45 pm and left the showground without difficulty.

One of the disappointing aspects of this
new legislation is that it will no longer
be possible to obtain details of the first
registered owner as GDPR precludes
the DVLA from releasing this information without the first owner’s permission! This does seem rather absurd
when the first owner must be long
since deceased and is a shame for those
who want to trace their car’s history.

The National Austin Rally at Beaulieu
beckons at the beginning of July and
now that we are full time residents of
Suffolk, this presents more of a logistical challenge for driving an Austin to
the event. I raise my hat to Rick and
Cherry who will be driving Vincent the
Van to Beaulieu. It goes against the
grain somewhat but this year, we are
taking the trailer for the first time otherwise a long weekend would be even
longer and I have to think of the worker
in the family! However, it also gives
Karen an unlimited baggage allowance.

As I write this in soaring temperatures
it does look as if summer is with us at
last. It was good to see some of you at
the summer barbecue and Drive it
Night where there was an impressive
lineup of cars. With our large membership catchment area, it is probably one
of the few evenings where we can all
take our proper cars and still get home
before total darkness. As it happened,
it was a fine summer’s evening and I
had an exhilarating drive home. It was
still light – just – at 10pm and the pub
was still open.

We look forward to seeing as many of
you as possible at our picnic on Sunday
12 August. At Paul’s request, the skittles lawn has been mown ready and it
has been out of bounds to diggers and
dumpers so it is as level as it will ever
be! Let us hope for good weather.
Safe and happy motoring

Dave Witton
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News
John Miles 1943-2018
A short tribute from Charles Levien
On 4 May I drove the special to Hingham for a Service of Thanksgiving at
St. Andrew’s Church. It was a beautiful day and as I approached the green I
could see by the sight of so many
parked cars how many people had
come, from all over the world it transpired, to celebrate and learn a little
more about the life of John Miles.
We heard that John fell in love with
cars at the age of 16 when he bought an
Austin Seven and quickly taught himself to prepare it for racing – a year or
so later he would think nothing of driving 200 miles to Oulton Park, racing it
and then driving it home afterwards.

John moved on to a career driving
sports cars, a brief period in Formula
One and writing articles for the magazine “Autocar”. His abiding passion,
however, was how things worked and
how they could be made to work better
and this led him back to engineering
and work for Lotus where he made a
significant contribution to car handling
and suspension systems. His love of
the Austin Seven and its beguiling simplicity never left him and when he died
he was just finishing a project to
develop 80Bhp engine for his special.
Apart from cars John loved jazz and
started his own label in the sixties. His
children and grandchildren are gifted
performers and we heard some moving
music and words. One that stood out,
perhaps, was “So Many Different
Lengths of Time” by Brian Pattern,
read by Hannah Miles Watson.
The service was conducted by Rev.
Peter Trett who had welcomed us and
drawn our attention to this magnificent
church built in the mid 14th century.
His theme was the passing of time and
the value of remembering.

July 2018
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Rubber Band Racing
Dave Rix reports on this popular event
A strange title Rubber Band Racing –
how does a rubber band race? An
intriguing thought, not even attempted
in a Goon Show episode as far as I
know. Anyhow, it’s not a dignified title
for such a complex problem as making
a small car travel a long way with so
little power – a situation we are familiar with each time we drive our 7s.
No, we need a more explanatory designation for the hobby. Unfortunately my
only offering at the moment – Propulsion Using Kinetic Elastic Technology
– does not look quite right when used
as an acronym. Perhaps some other
ideas may come up.
On to the evening’s events. With the
tables and banners set up it was time
for the scrutineers to do their job. This
involves ensuring each car will fit into
the ‘garage’ with no bits sticking out,
has no metal parts (excepting wheels
which can be metal) and the issue, by
the Halesworth Postman, of the regulation rubber bands. The draw for starting positions took place and all was
ready for the off.
There were a couple fewer entrants this
year, although the Charles Levien racing contingent helped boost the numbers and, once confirmed by Charles
that his two young grandsons had competition licences it was time to drop the
4

flag! Some of the cars when launched
seemed to seek safety among the spectators feet and chair legs of the front
row, as they veered towards them but
most kept on a fairly straight course
whilst being urged on by the crowd.
Despite the valiant efforts of others,
the spoils of victory fell again to
Charles with a winning run of 42ft 1in
on his second run, ahead of Paul
Maulden who clocked 31ft 5ins. My
own puny effort in a vehicle closely
resembling a First World War tank, but
uglier and slower, achieved a paltry
fourth placed 21ft, my ‘gearing up theory’ shot to ribbons!
The shortest journey was 11ft 9in but I
can’t read my scribbled notes or
remember who it was now.
The Downhill Race had a diverse range
of designs with particularly colourful
offerings from Finn and Josh, the two
Levien grandsons, but Paul was the
winner at 35ft 1in eclipsing my second
position by 2inches! (It has just
occurred to me that the unpowered 6 ¼
ounce marvels were well on par with
most of the powered projectiles – odd)
Editor Rick deservedly took the Concourse Cup, his racing car being
awarded the honour by judge David
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Wall who thought the car was the only
one that looked like an Austin Seven.
So congratulations to the winners and
thanks to the other contestants for their
efforts and helping to make an enjoyable evening.

I apologise for the use of imperial
measurements this evening, that’s how
they were given. If you wish for the
metric equivalent please contact any
member of the committee except me.

The winning cars and their “drivers”
L to R: Charles Levien, Rick Fryer and Paul Maulden

July 2018
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New Members
A good quarter for recruiting!
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
Robert and Vivienne Archibald live
in Wimbotsham, near King’s Lynn and
own a 1937 Mk 2 Ruby.

Laurie Rooke and Patricia Philips
live in Lowestoft and have just become
the proud owners of a 1936 Ruby.

Paul and Sue Vickers come from Little Ryburgh, near Fakenham. They
currently have an MG TD, but have
owned a Ruby in the past.

Noah and John Mims are from Thurgaton and have a 1932 RN Saloon.
John and Christine Parfitt are the
owners of a 1928 Chummy and live in
Norwich.

Our Guest Speaker on 15 May,
Hugh Barnes
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Hugh Barnes The Austin Seven Clubs' Association Archive
Our Guest Speaker
On 15 May a good crowd of over 40
members and guests turned out to hear
an interesting talk from Hugh Barnes,
until recently Secretary of the Austin
Seven Clubs’ Association, but more
importantly a member of the Project
Team running the Association
Archive, which was the subject of his
talk.
Hugh began by outlining the history of
the Archive, which began at the 1972
Longbridge Golden Jubilee Rally
when a then unknown retired draughtsman, Stanley Edge, casually told John
Ward he had a few of the original
drawings and would he like them.
Stanley apologised for their condition
as they had been through several house
moves and suffered water damage. Phil
Baildon was appointed A7CA Archivist, a position he still holds, and he
was eventually joined by a project
team including Hugh and our own
Chris Charles

Eventually premises were found,
shared with the Triumph Sports Six
Club and all was good until February
2015 when a water leak flooded the
ground floor of the building, which
contained our archive.
Once the dust had settled and what
could be salvaged had been, the decision was taken to digitise the archive.
This would prevent any further damage and make the archive available, via
the internet, to a much wider audience.
Many of the aims of the project team
have now been achieved, but Hugh
stressed that there was still much to be
done, with more drawings, photos and
films to be digitised. He encouraged
people to loan or donate articles, to
visit the website and to think how they
could help the project.

The Online Archive is accessible via the Association website at
www.a7ca.org, or directly at www.archive.a7ca.org

July 2018
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Phil and Pat Sharpe, pictured with the then Mayor of King’s Lynn, Carol
Bower and her consort, at a 1940s and 50s themed fundraising event held
at the Great Barnes venue at Knights Hill Spa Hotel on 4 May.
The organiser, Carl Smith, asked for the Sharpes’ attendance and
support while at last summer's “Forties Lynn” event.
The event raised £1500 for two charities - The Lavender Hill Mob
Theatre Company and Bridge for Heroes. Monies came from ticketed
entrance, raffles and an auction.
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Eleven Sevens, two men, one dog

Drive -It Night and Barbecue – 19 June
A splendid turnout
As usual, the club night nearest the
summer solstice was designated
“Drive-It Night”, in the hope that long
hours of daylight, together with a free
barbecue, would encourage folk to
bring their cars for an outing. We were
not disappointed!

Over 40 members and guests queued
patiently for the excellent burgers and
sausages and the sight of 20 assorted
vehicles parked at the Jubilee Hall kept
everyone occupied while not queing or
eating.

Members and guests queued patiently
July 2018
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Photo courtesy of Roy Reed

“Proper cars” comprised 11 Austin 7s,
three Austin 10s and the Newton’s latest acquisition, a 1926 Crossley 15/30.
Just as welcome, the “post-war contingent” included an A35, a Ford 100E,
two MGs and a Mini.

10

The week turned out to be “Barbecue
Week” for several members who
turned up at Felthorpe Airfield on Friday 22 June for the Jaguar Drivers
Club event. There was a record turnout
there, too.

Norfolk NA7ter

Runs & Rallies
White Lion Inn, Ufford – 7 April
Your Editor enjoys a rare dry spring day
Saturday morning found Cherry and
me driving south on a thankfully dry
day, squeezed in between two weeks of
wet weather. We were headed for the
White Lion Inn, in deepest Suffolk, for
what has become the “opening event”
of the rallying season – at least in our
part of the world.
Ufford is a “just turn up” rally, with
only two rules. Rule one: cars are segregated between two fields; pre-war
next to the pub; post-war and “mates in
crates” across the road. Rule two: the
parking marshals must be obeyed. This
year, due, we heard, to a waterlogged

July 2018

field, rule one was rescinded and everyone parked next to the pub. The parking marshals remained as officious as
ever, although the NA7C managed to
avoid upsetting them this year!
Our contingent comprised Paul
Maulden and the Sharpes (plus Winston the dog) in Rubies, Martin Jones
and friend Les Maddocks in Martin’s
Model A Ford (seen centre below) and
us in Cecil the Special. The Jeppsons
and Rixes, heading south in Phil’s
Mini and Dave’s Chummy, unfortunately had to turn back when the Mini
boiled over near Harleston.
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As usual at Ufford there was a chance
to catch up with old friends and lots of
interesting cars to admire. Talbots
seemed to predominate this year,
although there was a good mix of
marques, including several bull-nose
Morrises, lots of Rolls-Royces, Bentleys and Lagondas and several Austins.

including the nice late-thirties Austin
Six shown above.
The weather stayed fine, the jazz saxophonist played and the burgers, sausages and real ale were good. What
more do you need on a fine spring day?

Drive It Day 2018 – 22 April
Our new Events Co-ordinator, Phil Sharpe, reports
With a weather forecast threatening
thunderstorms for this year's FBHVC
Drive it Day, the morning fortunately
started dry and fairly warm.
Although Pat, Winston and I arrived
early at Lathams of Potter Heigham car
12

park we had been beaten to it by Paul
and Liz Maulden who must have been
up at the crack of dawn.
As 10:30am approached we had only
mustered five cars, but then four more
arrived all at once, all from the Graham
Norfolk NA7ter
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Makepeace stable! Graham was driving his van, drivers of the other three
being son Chris in the Imp, daughterin-law Liz in the Opal, and grandson
Alex driving the Ruby.
Thus it was that four Rubies, one Opal,
one van, one Imp Special, a two-seater
MG special and the Lain MGB GT left
for the short journey to the Rising Sun
public house at Coltishall for lunch.

July 2018

Arriving at just after 11:00am we
found there to be ample parking space
and we settled down to either picnic or
avail ourselves of the offerings from
the pub. By this time the sky was clear
and temperatures were rising. Indeed
after sitting on the riverbank for an
hour or so some were in danger of
catching a touch of sunburn.
Whilst parked the cars attracted much
interest from other pub goers, until it
was time to depart at around 12:45pm,
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Runs & Rallies
for another short journey, ending up at
Redwings Horse Sanctuary at Aylsham. At this time we lost one Ruby as
the owner, member Peter Nicholls, had
to leave early to be in Lincoln the following day, as he is a Judge and was
due to officiate there.
Again ample parking space meant we
could all park together, lining up
across the end of the overflow car park
(see below).
Here, on an enormous site, there are
scores of horses and donkeys, now
thankfully distanced from their troubled pasts and living in comfortable
surroundings. Good facilities and a
cafe in a large purpose built building

14

made for a relaxing afternoon, with
pleasant walks where the four legged
residents could be seen.
We started drifting away at three
o’clock; just as our Austin 10 contingent, comprising members Roy Reed,
John England and their Austin 10 colleague Bill arrived – they had taken a
different route to end at the same finishing location. I had mistakenly
assumed by then that they had decided
on a different plan - Oh dear!
All in all a good day out in good company - and it was nice to see some
youngsters (relatively speaking) participating and raising the profile of our
vehicles with the general public.

Norfolk NA7ter

Runs & Rallies

Bungay Lions Classic Vehicle Rally – 6 May
Phil Sharpe visits Earsham Hall
The day started badly for the Rixes,
with a petrol problem on the RN causing them to stop even before reaching
our meeting point and we found them
by the roadside. Having exchanged a
few words, we sadly left them with
both Chummy and troubled RN and
Pat, Winston and I continued on to
meet up with new member Peter
Crane.
Peter had arranged a meet with Dave
and was waiting in a lay-by further on.
He also had problems, with no charging, but a swing of the handle got him
on his way and we arrived at Earsham
Hall at 9:00am. The unfortunate broken down Dave and Tricia, with pasJuly 2018

sengers John and Christine Lain were
able to spend the day at nearby Seething after getting the RN safely back
home.
After parking up we found Hamish and
Anne Alger, with growing pup Molly,
parked nearby, having travelled in the
A35. John White was also on-site further down the field with his resplendent Austin 10 Cambridge. Member
Peter Metcalf’s Seven was also spotted
elsewhere on the field – which, incidentally, seems to harbour more moderns each year!
Shortly afterwards David and Karen
Witton arrived and parked alongside us
15
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and we set up “camp” in the dappled
shade of the nearby beech tree (see
below). As usual the cars caused interest with the visitors, particularly the
Chairman's well travelled 1932 tourer.
With summer weather well in evidence
we wandered and picnicked, meeting
up with Michael Spinks and Sue Hunt,
who were in Michael’s 12/4.
The usual trade stands were in evidence, catering for hungry visitors and
horticulturists. An abundance of

16

motor-related stalls were present,
including members Henry and Jennifer
Thorne with their comprehensive
range of literature. A good range of
autojumble was to be found and some
time was spent rummaging through
hand tools at keen prices.
After a pleasant day at around 3:00pm
we started leaving, with Peter Crane
getting away promptly to miss the exit
queuing in the hope that the remaining
charge in his battery would last him
long enough to return home.

Norfolk NA7ter
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Diss Organ Festival – 20 May
Liz Maulden enjoys the sound of music
On Sunday 20 May, Diss held its second Organ Festival at The Mere and
throughout the streets of the town.
We contacted the organisers to ask if
they were interested in having some
Austin 7s along. They were, so some of
our members arranged to meet at The
Park on the day.
In the end it was just Paul and me in
our 1937 Ruby and new members Laurie Rooke and Pat on their first outing
in their newly-acquired 1936 Ruby
(see above). The others were either
unwell themselves or their cars were!
July 2018

We arrived at The Park at 9.30am and
parked up in the middle surrounded by
a dozen fairground organs. When they
all started up Paul said “I won't be able
to put up with this!” However, once
your ears adjusted and you listened to
one at a time, the sound was fantastic.
They started at 10am playing hymns
before changing to the more traditional
music.
In all, there were 46 organs, varying
from fairground size to barrel organs
played by hand. They were playing
through Diss streets up to the Church
and in various courtyards towards the
17

Runs & Rallies
Corn Hall. A display of musical boxes
was held in the Corn Hall - beautiful
woodwork and marquetry. Several of
the organs had travelled over from
Holland for the weekend.
It was a very hot and sunny day so at
3pm we walked up to the Church to
find a cool spot and to hear a recital on
the church organ. Instead of church
music we heard tunes from various
shows which sounded very different.
There was also a Buster Keaton silent
movie with organ accompaniment in
the Corn Hall.
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All in all a very enjoyable day out.
There were a few other old vehicles
there including a Box Seven from Harrogate.
As we were leaving, the organisers
came and gave each entrant a pot plant
as a thank you for attending – a very
nice gesture.
If there is another event next year, I
think we shall go along again.

Norfolk NA7ter
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Ready for the off at the Three Willows

Ruby’s Run – 27 May
The Editor samples the delights of Suffolk
A bright Sunday morning found nine
assorted Austin Sevens, an Austin Ten,
a Model A Ford and a 100E Ford congregating at the Three Willows Garden
Centre, Bungay. They were there to
embark on Paul Maulden’s annual
“Ruby’s Run”, aka “A Saunter
Through The Saints”. Once again the
garden centre’s cafe pulled out all the

stops for us and the assembled club
members took on the challenge of eating scones faster than they could cook
them.
Eventually everyone had had enough
and the run got under way. We had the
usual gentle amble around some familiar back roads and byways, occasion-

...the usual gentle amble...

July 2018
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Runs & Rallies
ally coming on a well-know location
from a surprising direction. We were
soon deep in “The Saints” – starting at
St Cross, then St James, All Saints, two
St Magarets, St Peter, St Michael... and
who knows how many more!

village of the same name. Here, having
parked on the green outside the pub,
we enjoyed an excellent Sunday lunch,
followed by a mardle in the sunshine
on the green before wending our
respective ways home.

Eventually we escaped the clutches of
the old and holy and arrived at our destination, the Huntingfield Arms, in the

Our thanks to Paul and Liz for organising another great day out.

A mardle on the green
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Corton Playing Field – 3 June
Paul and Liz in a mist
This was our first visit to this event,
now in its third year, to raise funds for
Great Ormond Street Hospital.

the sea fog, but mid-morning it lifted,
the sun shone and it became very
warm.

The forecast for the day was cool and
cloudy. On reaching Lowestoft the sun
broke through and we felt we were
overdressed, but a couple of miles further on at Corton the sea fog was inland
and suddenly it became quite cold.

Cars were parked up as they arrived so
all makes and models were mixed up.
We did not know if other members of
the Club were going but eventually we
found Martin Jones, John and Christine
Lain and Laurie Rooke. As we were all
parked in different places it was difficult to get together to sit and chat over
lunch.

On arriving at the site you could not
see the other side of the field through

Photo courtesy of Martin Jones

July 2018
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Runs & Rallies
Our age group of cars were very much
in the minority but although other cars
seemed “new” to us it was good to see
a younger generation taking an interest
in these vehicles. We had the usual
comments of “our dad/grandad had
one of these” or “we learned to drive in
one like this.”

The event had the atmosphere of a fete
and we met several people whom we
knew and had a mardle with.
The sea mist returned at about 3:30pm,
so we decided to make our way home.
As so many cars were there and spread
out, apologies if we missed any other
of our members who attended.

Vintage Rally & Country Fair – 17 June
The Editor enjoys a dull day
On what began, and remained, a dull,
cloudy and occasionally cold day, we
headed to Palgrave, near Diss for what
bills itself as “A Journey Through the
Ages – Vintage Rally & Country Fair”,
which is a rather grandiose title for
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what is an enjoyable and well-run
rally, with lots to see.
On arrival we found Chairman Dave
and Karen, in their 1932 Tourer (see
below) and Phil and Pat Sharpe (with

Norfolk NA7ter
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Winston the dog) in their 1935 Ruby.
We were later joined by John and
Christine Lain, who had come in the
MGB GT.
If there were any more club members
present we didn’t find them, although
we did meet up with a few old friends
– Mel and Annette Grainger and Nick
Gray from the Suffolk club in their
Sevens and ex-member David Lobb,
back towing again with a 1930s caravan and a 1959 MG Magnette.
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As usual these days, pre-war cars were
thin on the ground. Two that did stand
out, for us, were a 1936 Austin 20/6
Mayfair limousine with a division (and
speaking trumpet) between the driver
and passengers and a 1934 16/6 Carlton Limousine towing a 1924 Eccles
caravan (see above). There was also
another early thirties A7 tourer.
Aside from the cars there were good
displays of traction engines (both
model and full-size), tractors, stationery engines, organs and commercial
23
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vehicles, all of which, at some time or
other, made their way into the ring to
be described by a knowledgable commentator. The ring also saw displays of
dog agility training and heavy horses.
In a nearby field tractors were competing in a pulling competition. There was
a brief fly-past by a Spitfire and Hurricane of the Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight – presumably on their way to or
from the Great Yarmouth Air Show.

On the commercial side there were a
lot of traders, including several autojumble and tool stalls, a craft marquee,
a bar and numerous food outlet. There
was also a fun-fair.
This was a well-run show, with much
to see, which we thoroughly enjoyed –
despite the lack of sunshine!

Martin Jones and the Editor recently took part in the Sporting Car Club
of Norfolk’s Classic Car Run, where they drove the two oldest
cars, seen here alongside some other interesting vehicle
24
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For Sale
Stewart Anderson-Cousins has the following items for sale:
• Two low compression cylinder heads
• Bare block – sheared studs, but sound
• Block – sound, complete with valves and valve gear
• 2 x Sumps (steel)
• 2 x Starter Motors, complete but need refurbishing
• 5 x Chrome headlamp rims (for 6 ½ inch glass) Very Good
• 3 x 6 ½inch headlamp glasses (Correct early lenses – 2 matching early pattern, 1
later)
• 1 x Set Conrods, 2 bearing – for remetalling
Offers and inquiries to Stewart Anderson-Cousins – 01986 874125, 07846 188501
or bushby.ba@hotmail.co.uk

Wanted
The Editor is on the look-out for two Ruby sidelight rims – in good or replateable
condition.
Would consider complete sidelights – 01362 696114 or rf.na7c@tiscali.co.uk

July 2018
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FBHVC News
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs publish a bi-monthly magazine that
highlights legislation and other topics which may affect our hobby. Articles of
interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like to read the magazine in full,
please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at: www.fbhvc.co.uk

The Roadworthiness Directive
The implementation of the Roadworthiness Directive on 20th May
2018 continues to raise many questions
for our members and for that reason we
have decided to take an exceptional
step of publishing an Addendum to the
various articles we have published so
far.
This information supersedes all previous advice the Federation may have
given. We must stress that all previous
advice was provided in good faith
based upon information supplied to us
by the Department for Transport (DfT)
and its Agencies. The Federation apol-

ogises if any members have been misled by advice previously provided.
The advice given here describes the process as it has now been clarified by the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
which manages the exemption process on
behalf of DfT. The Federation offers no
opinion as to whether the process described precisely follows the law as set out
in the relevant Regulations.
Nor has the Federation undertaken any
comparison of the process with the various
forms of Guidance which have been made
available to the public via either the gov.uk
website or by the DfT directly.
David Whale
Chairman
June 2018

Changed MOT/GVT Exemption regime
Principles of exemption within the vehicle licensing system
• The Regulations provide the exemption (forty years old and not substantially
changed within the last thirty years) for cars vans and motorcycles. That is a matter of law and does not of itself require any action.
• The regulations are more complex for other classes of vehicles, as the Federation
has made clear in past Newsletters. The Federation remains unclear as to
whether and to what extent the online licensing system will take account of these
complexities.
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• The definition of “vehicles of historic interest” contained in the Regulations is
not carried through into the licensing system.
• The system also does not depend upon the vehicle being in the Historic taxation
class.
• DVLA has chosen not to check vehicle status until at least the next available date
for relicensing of the vehicle.
• The system is based upon the DVLA database showing a vehicle as having been
registered at least forty years ago. That database assumes the vehicle to be
exempt. The Federation of course recognises that a vehicle may not have been
registered immediately after it was built and a mechanism has been established
to ensure such vehicle can enter the “historic” taxation class. There is currently
no mechanism of which the Federation is aware by which this anomaly can be
dealt with in this system.
• Conversely, a vehicle can become eligible for MOT exemption some months
before meeting the historic taxation class exemption requirement
• Confirmation by an applicant as to whether a vehicle is correctly identified as
exempt, as described below, does not feed into any database and DVLA has no
intention of creating such a database.
• The confirmation provides only a mechanism for proceeding with relicensing of
a vehicle if the MOT is not still “valid”.
• Conversely if the vehicle has a valid MOT (even if it is a “voluntary” MOT) a
confirmation or otherwise need not and indeed cannot be made.

Licensing System Operation
At a Post Office
• If a vehicle registered over forty years previously which does not have an MOT
is being presented for relicensing at a Post Office, a V112 (or V112G as the case
may be) must be shown to the Post Office clerk before relicensing may progress.
The Post Office clerk will simply look at the signed Form, confirm that fact on
their system and return it to the keeper.
• If the vehicle has a valid MOT, even if voluntary, no V112/V112G will be
required.
• This process will be repeated at each annual relicensing.

July 2018
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Online
• If a vehicle registered over forty years previously which does not have a valid
MOT, is being presented for relicensing, a page headed “Check Vehicle details;
MOT/GVT Exemption test certificate declaration” will appear.
• This page says that DVLA records show the vehicle is over forty years old and
thus may be exempt from testing and that the record assumes the vehicle has not
been substantially changed. This page then enables the ticking of one of two
boxes; these declare either that
• the record is “correct”. i. e the vehicle is not substantially changed and thus
exempt, or
• “incorrect”, i.e. is substantially changed and thus not exempt.
• The applicant then selects “continue”.
• If the applicant has selected “correct” licensing will continue towards completion.
• In the unlikely event of the applicant selecting “incorrect” in respect of a vehicle
with no MOT, a new page requiring the applicant to go to a Post Office with an
MOT will appear and licensing will not proceed.
• If a vehicle is being presented for relicensing online has a valid MOT (even if it
is voluntary), the process will complete without the page containing the declaration appearing. The page cannot be voluntarily accessed if the vehicle has an
MOT, whenever that MOT expires.
• This process will be repeated at each annual relicensing.

Enforcement
• The Federation has been advised by DfT that the database upon which the police
undertake MOT enforcement will show a right of exemption at forty years after
registration. The police will not, to our knowledge, have visibility of the confirmation process and thus will not be aware whether a vehicle over forty years old
does require an MOT because it is substantially changed within the rules.
• While the Federation has no reason to believe that members should be concerned
on this account, the Federation should make it clear that it has no information
regarding how and whether there is guidance to police officers regarding
enforcement of the actual Regulations, or the validity of the actions of keepers in
either providing a signed V112 (or V112G) or checking the online declaration
box.
• For the avoidance of doubt, the obligation not to use an unroadworthy vehicle on
the road is unaffected by this process.
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What’s On
The Events Calendar for the remainder of 2018 is opposite. There are several updates
and new events – but don’t forget, the latest version is available on the website at

www.na7c.co.uk
The Club’s Events Coordinator is Phil Sharpe, who can be contacted on
01603 744981 or phil@sendale.org.uk
Here are some of the events over the next few months – contact details in the calendar:

Saturday and Sunday 7/8 Jul – Sutton Village Gala Weekend – Contact Graham
Makepeace.
Sunday 15 Jul – Rixys River Ramble – Contact Dave Rix.
Tuesday 17 Jul – NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament. See page 32 for details.
Sunday 22 Jul – Wretton Village Fair – Contact Michael Sprules.
Sunday 29 Jul – Beighton House Garden Party – Contact David Charles.
Sunday 5 Aug – NA7C Rally at Hoveton Summer Fete – Hoveton Village Hall
Playing Field – Contact Phil Sharpe.
Sunday 12 Aug – A Picnic in the Paddock – Pelham House, Low Street Bardwell,
Suffolk, IP31 1AS. See page 29.
Sunday 12 Aug – Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble – Stonham Barns, Suffolk
Tuesday 21 Aug – NA7C Meeting – Austin Factory Film Show.
Sunday and Monday 26/27 Aug – Village at War – Gressenhall Farm & Workhouse, Dereham.
Monday 27 Aug – Harleston Family Fun Day – Old Apollo Club car park
Friday 31 Aug – Garden Party - Macmillan Cancer Support – Northall Green
Farmhouse, Dereham,NR20 4BA, 10:30 am.
Sunday 2 Sep – Bardwell Steam Threshing Day – Bardwell, Suffolk, IP31 1AD
Tuesday 18 Sep – NA7C Meeting – Austin Seven 90th Anniversary Film Show.
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What’s On

NA7C Events Calendar 2018
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event addded since last issue
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event

Date
Jul

Aug

Event

Venue

Contact

1

Sun

Heveningham Hall Country Fair

Heveningham Hall

01728 832363
www.countryfair.co.uk

7
8

Sat
Sun

Sutton Village Gala Weekend

Sutton, nr Stalham

Please let Graham
Makepeace know if you plan
to attend
01692 580237

8

Sun

41st Annual Classic Car Rally

King's Lynn to Long Melford

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk

8

Sun

Stowmarket Rotary Club Vehicle Display

Warren Farm, Woolpit,
IP14 3JX

Phil Sharpe

15

Sun

Rixys River Ramble

Meet 10am at Elvins Garage
on roundabout in Poringland.
Bring picnic lunche

Dave Rix

Trunch Scarecrows & Fun Day

Mundesley Road, Trunch
NR28 0QB

Mike Tyler 01263 720728
mikerobtyler@gmail.com

Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe
See page 32

17

Tue

NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament

22

Sun

Forties Lynn
Tuesday Market Place, King’s
(organised by Gressenhall Farm & Workhouse) Lynn - 10am to 4pm

Miriam Burroughs
01362 869262

22

Sun

Wretton Village Fair

Wretton Village Green (PE31
6BU) 11:00-16:00
Dog show, childrens activities,stalls, stocks, etc. Event to
be opened by Elizabeth Truss
MP

Contact Michael Sprules 01366500232 or
07799661628 by 21st July if
attending.

29

Sun

Beighton House Garden Party

Beighton House, North Burlingham (12 onwards) - Bring
your own picnic and wine

Please let David Charles
know if you plan to attend
07940 917588

5

Sun NA7C Rally at Hoveton Summer Fete

Hoveton Village Hall Playing
Field, Stalham Road Hoveton
Norwich NR12 8DU

Phil Sharpe

12

Sun A Picnic in the Paddock

Pelham House, Low Street
Bardwell, Suffolk, IP31 1AS

Dave and Karen Witton
07778 494504 01359 250374
See page 29

19

Sun

Nelson County Car Run

Easton College (8.30 - 9.30am) Norwich MG Owners Club
to ???
www.mg-cars.org.uk/norwichmgoc/nelson.htm

19

Sun

Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble

Stonham Barns, Suffolk

21

Tue

NA7C Meeting - Austin Factory Film Show Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

26
27

Sun Village at War
Mon

Gressenhall Farm &
Workhouse, Dereham

Miriam Burroughs
01362 869262
miriam.burroughs
@norfolk.gov.uk

27

Sun

Harleston Family Fun Day

Old Apollo Club car park,
Mendham Lane, Harleston,
IP20 9DN 10am

No entry form required

31

Fri

Garden Party - Macmillan Cancer Support
10:15

Northall Green Farmhouse,
Dereham,NR20 4BA

July 2018

Phil Sharpe
www.stonhambarns.co.uk
Phil Sharpe

John Newton
john.newton1929@gmail.com

01362 851050
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Date
Sep

Event

Venue

Contact

2

Sun Forncett Steam Museum (Steam Day)

Forncett St.Mary NR16 1JJ
Admission £8 or £7 Conc

www.forncettsteammuseum.co.uk

2

Sun Bardwell Steam Threshing Day

Bardwell Windmill, Bardwell, Suffolk, IP31 1AD

TBD

18

Tues NA7C Meeting - Austin Seven 90th
Anniversary Film Show

Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe

23

Sun

Hickling Barn, NR12 0YU

David Skinner
01692 598150

Magnificent Machinery Show & Autojumble

Phil Sharpe

magnificentmachinery@
hicklingbarn.com

30

Sun

Sandringham Country Park

Chris James 01362 687148

Oct

16

Tues NA7C Meeting Guest Speaker: Tony Leslie

Charity Car Rally

Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe

Nov

20

Tues NA7C Meeting - Guest Speaker: Peter
Coats

Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe

Dec

11

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Wensum Valley Hotel, Golf
Paul Maulden 01986 872537
and Country Club,
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
Beech Avenue, Taverham, Norwich

SKITTLES TOURNAMENT – 17 July 2018
RULES
Entry Fee - £1 per person
Cash Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Each contestant to bowl three balls, Total number of pins knocked
down to constitute the score.
If all pins are knocked down with the first or second ball, they will
be reset and the total added to the score.
If time permits, depending on the number of entrants, further
attempts may be allowed.
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Not sure where these two images came from,
but they fill the page up
nicely!

